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FILE NO. 190256

1

RESOLUTION NO.

[Supporting California State Assembly Bill No. 392 (Weber and McCarty) - California Act to
Save Lives: Incorporating Police Best Practices]

2
3

Resolution supporting California State Assembly Bill No. 392, introduced by Assembly

4

Members Shirley Weber and Kevin McCarty, co-authored by Assembly Members Chris

5

Holden and Mark Stone, and California State Senators Steven Bradford and Holly

6

Mitchell, California Act to·Save Lives: incorporating policing be?t practices that

7

a.uthorizes police officers to use deadly force only when it is necessary to prevent

8

imminent and serious bodily injury or death and to require de-escalation methods

. 9.

whenever possible.

10
11

WHEREAS, Under current California law, police officers are authorized to use deadly

12

force regardless of whether or not it is necessary to prevent death or serious bodily injury; and

13

WHEREAS, Current California law authorizes police officers to use deadly force

14
15

regardless of whether or not there are viable nonlethal alternatives; and
WHEREAS, The.California Jaw that determines when·a homicide by an officer is

16

"justified" was written in 1872, fails to include current best pr.actices, and authorizes deadly

17

force in a manner that violates the U.S. constitution; and

18
. 19
20
. 21
22
23

WHEREAS, California State Assembly Bill No. 392 (California Act to Save l..)ves)
. introduced by Assembly Members Shirley Weber and Kevin McCarty would bring Cal1fornia
law up to date and in line with policing best practices to avoid unnecessary death and ensure
comm.unity safety; and
WHEREAS, Law enforcement is tasked with keeping the public safe-protecting and
preserving human life should be a central guiding principle of this role; and

24
25
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1

WHEREAS, Current law results in offiGers killing civilians far more often than is

2

necessary, le,wing many families and communities devastated and causing them to distrust

3

those who have taken an oath to protect them; and

4
5
6

WHEREAS, The California Act to Save Lives provides a clear definition for when
deadly use of force can be used by police officers; and
WHEREAS, Incorporating policing best practices, The California Act to Save Lives

7

authorizes police officers to use deadly force only when it is necessary to prevent imminent

.8

and serious bodily injury or death - that is, if, given the totality of the circumstances, there was

9

no reasonable alternative to using deadly force, including warnings, verbal persuasion, or

1O

11
12
13

14

15
16

other nonlethal methods of resolution or de-escalation; and
WHEREAS, According to the California Department of Justice, in 2017 California police
killed 172 people, half of whom were unarmed; and
WHEREAS, Of the unarmed people California police killed in 2017, three out of four
were people of color; and
WHEREAS, In 2017, Black people in California were 3.2 times more likely to be killed
by police than white people; and

17

WHEREAS, An analysis by the Washington Post and census data found that

18

California police kill people at a rate 37% higher than the national average per capita; and

19

20

· WHEREAS, Nationwide, almost half of people killed by police have a disability or
mental illness; and

2.1

WHEREAS, In a report conducted after the shooting death of Stephan Clark, the

22

California Department of Justice recommended that the Sacramento Police Department

23

update its use of force guidelines to cle.arly define when force is and is not authorized; and

24

25
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1

WHEREAS, The California Act to Save Lives would update police use of force

2

protocols by establishing adequate and constitutional standards to ensure officers avoid the

3

use of deadly force at every possible opportunity; and
.

4
5
6

.

WHEREAS, This bill takes int9 account officer safety and specifies that officers .can
always invoke the self-defense law that applies to the public; and
WHEREAS, The California Act to Save Lives reflects policies that policing experts

7

recognize as effective at better preserving life while also allowing officers the latitude needed

8

to ensure public safety; and

9
10

WHEREAS, Under President Obama, the U.S. Department of Justice helped many
cities adopt similar policies, including San Francisco ahd Seattle; and

11

. WHEREAS, Several police agencies ·and l_aw enforcement organizations outside of

12

California have recommended or already adopted stricter use-of-force standards similar to

13

those proposed under this bill; and

14
15
16

WHEREAS, Seattle's federal monitor determined that the policy change res.ulted in a
marked reduction in serious uses of force without compromising the safety of officers; and
WHEREAS, Reforming California law is common sense; officers at agencies with

17

stricter use of force policies kill fewer people and law enforcement in those agencies are also

·18

less likely to be killed or seriously injured themselves; now, therefore, be it

19

RESOLVED, That the City and County of San Francisco Board of Supervisors urges

20

·the California Legislature and Governor Newsom to support and pass California State

21

·Assembly Bill No. 392; and, be it

22

FURTHER RESOLVED, That the City and County of San Francisco Board of

23

Supervisors directs the Clerk of the Board to transmit this resolution to the California State

24

Legislature and Governor Gavin Newsom.

25
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AMENDED IN ASSEMBLY MARCH 27, 2019
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE-2019-20 REGULAR SESSION

ASSEMBLY BILL

No. 392

Introduced by Assembly Members Weber and McCarty
(Principal coauthor: Assembly Member Holden)
(Principal coauthors: Senators Bradford and Mitchell)
(Coauthor: Coauthors: Assembly lVEcmber Members Medina and
·
Ma&Sfun~
·

February 6, 2019

An act to amend Sections 196 and 835a of the Penal Code, relating
to peace officers.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 392, as amended, Weber. Peace officers: deadly force.
Existing law authorizes a peace officer to make an arrest pursuant to
a warrant or based upon probable cause, as specified. Under existing
law, an arrest is made by ·the actual restraint of the person or by
submission to the custody of the arresting officer.
Existing lavr authorizes a peace officer to use reasonable force to
. effect the arrest, to prevent escape, or to overcome resistance. Existing
law does not require an officer to retreat or desist from an attempt to
make an arrest because of resistance or threatened resistance of the
person being arrested.
Under existing law, a homicide committed by a peace officer is ·
justifiable when necessarily co:mnritted in arresting a person who has
committed a felony and the person is :fleeing or resisting such arrest.
Existing case law deems such a homicide to be a seizure under the
Fourth Amendment of the Constitution of the United States, and as
such, requires the actions to be reasonable.

98
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· This bill would redefine the circumstances under which a homicide
by a peace officer is deemed justifiable to include when the killing is
in self-defense or the defense of another, consistent with. the· existing ·
legal standard for self-defense, or when the killing is necessary to
prevent the escape of a :fleeing felon whose immediate apprehension is
necessary to prevent death or serious injury. The bill would additionally
bar the use of this defense if the peace officer acted in a criminally
negligent manner that caused the death, including if the officer's
criminally negligent actions created the necessity for the use of deadly
force.
.
.
.·
·
The bill would also affirmatively prescribe the circumstances under
which a peace officer is authorized to use deadly force to effect an
arrest, to prevent escape or to overcome resistance.
Vote: majority. Appropriation: ·no. Fiscal committee: no.
State-mandated local program: no.
· The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

1
SECTION 1. Section 196 of the Penal Code is amended to
2 read:
· 3.
196'. (a) 'Homicide is justifiable when committed· by peace
4 officers and those· acting by their command in their aid and
5 assistance, under any of the following circumstances:
6
(1) In obedience to anyjudgment of a competent court.
7
(2) When the homicide results from a peace officer's use of
8 force, other than deadly force, that is in compliance with
9 subdivision (b) of Section 83 5a.
10 · (3) When, except as otherwise provided in subdivision~ (c),
11 the homicide would be justifiable pursuant to Section 197, in
12 self-defense or the defense of another person.
13
(4) When, subject to subdivision-fb}; (c), the officer reasonably
14 believes, based on the totality of the circumstances, that the use
15 of force resulting in a homicide is necessary to prevent the escape
16 of a person, and all of the following are true:
17 . (A) The peace officer reasonably believes that the person has·
18 . committed, or has· attempted to commit, a felony involving .the use
19 . or threatened use of deadly force.
20 . (B) The peace officer reasonably believes that the person will
21 cause death or inflict serious bodily injury to another unless
22 . immediately apprehended.
98
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(C) If feasible, the peace officer has identified themselves as a
peace officer and given a warning that deadly force may be used
unless the person ceases flight, unless the officer has reasonable
ground to believe the person is aware ofthese facts.
(b) As used in paragraph (4) of subdivision (a), "necessary"
means that, given the totality of the circumstances, an objectively
reasonable peace officer in the same situation would conclude that
there was no reasonable alternative to the use of deadly force that
would prevent death or serious bodily injury to the peace officer
or to another person. The totality of the circumstances means all
facts known to the peace officer at the time and includes the tactical
conduct and.decisions of the officer leading up to the use of deadly
force.
(c) Neither this section nor Section 197 provide a peace officer
with a defense to manslaughter in violation of ~ection 192, if that
person was killed due to the criminally negligent conduct of the
officer, including situations in which the victim is a person other
than the person that the peace officer· was seeking to arrest, retain
. in custody, or defend against, or if the necessity for the use of
· deadly force was created by the peace officer's criminal negligence.
SEC. 2. Section 835a of the Penal Code is amended to read:
835a. (a) The Legislature finds and declares all of the
following:
(1) That the authority to use physical force, conferred on peace
officers by this section, is a serious responsibility that shall be
exercised judiciously and with respect for human rights and dignity
and for the sanctity of every human life. The Legislature :further
· finds and declar.es that every person has a right to be free from
excessive use of force by officers acting urider color of law.
(2) That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be
evaluated carefully-and thoroughly, in a manner that reflects the
· gravity of that authority and the serious consequences of the. use
of force by peace officers, in order to ensure that officers use force
cons1stent with law and agency policies.
(3)' That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be
evaluated from the perspective of a reasonable officer in the same
situation, based on the totality of the circumstances known to or
perceived by the officer at the time, rather than with the benefit of
hindsight, and that the totality of the circumstances shall account

98
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1 for occasions when officers may be forced to make quick
2 judgments about using force. .
3
(4) That individuals with physical, mental health, developmental,
4 or intellectual disabilities · are significantly more likely to
5 experience greater levels of· physical force during police
6 interactions, as their disability may . affect their ability to
7 understand or comply with· commands from peace officers. It is
8 estimated that individuals with disabilities dre involved in between
9 . one-third and one-halfofallfatal encounters with law enforcement
10
(b) Any peace officer who has reasonable cause to believe that
· 11 the person to be arrested has committed a public offense may use
12 reasonable force, otherthan deadly force, to effect the arrest, to
l3 prevent escape or to overcome resistance.
·14
(c) A peace officer who makes or attempts to make an anest
15 need not abandon or desisf from the arrest by reason of the
16 resistance or threatened resistance of the person being arrested. A
17 ·. peace officer shall not be deemed· an aggressor or lose the right to
18 self-defense by the use of reasonable force to effect the arrest or
19 to prevent escape or to overcome resistance. A peace officer shall,
20 however, attempt to control an incident through sound tactics,
21 including the use of time, distance, communications, tactical
22 repositioning, and available resources, in an effort to _reduce or
23 avoid the need to use force whenever it is safe, feasible, and
24 reasonable to do so. This subdivision does not conflict with the
. 25 limitations on the use of deadly force set forth in this section or
· 26 Section 196.
27
(d) (1) A peace officer is justified in using deadly force·upon
28 · another person only when the officer reasonably believes, based
29 on the totality of the circumstances, that such force is necessary
30 .for either ofthe following reasons:
31
(A) To defend against a threat of imminent death or serious
32 bodily injury to the officer or to another person.
33
·(B) To prevent the escape of a fleeing suspect consistent with
34 paragraph (4) of subdivision (a) of Section 196.
35
(2) A peace officer shall not use deadly force against person
36 based on the danger that person poses to themselves, if the person
. 3 7 does not pose an imminent threat of death or. serious bodily injury
3 8 to the peace officer or to another person.
39
(3) This subdivision does not provide the legal· standard arid
40 shall not be used in any criminal proceeding against a peace officer

a
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relating to the use of force by that peace officer, or to any defenses
to c:r:im.inal charges under Sections 196 or 197 or any other defense
asserted by that officer, but may be used in any civil or
administrative proceeding.
(e) For purposes of this section, the following definitions shall
apply:
(1) "Deadly force" means any use of force that creates a
substantial risk of causing death or serious bodily injury, including,
but not limited to, the discharge of firearm.
(2) A threat of death or serious bodily injury· is "imminent"
when, based on the totality of the circumstances, a reasonable
officer in the same situation would believe that a person has the
present ability, opportunity, and apparent intent to immediately
cause death or serious bodily injury to the peace officer or another
person. An in:iminent harm is not merely a fear of future harm, no
matter how great the fear and no matter how great the likelihood
of .the. harm, but is one that, from appearances, must be instantly
confronted and addressed.
(3) ''Necessary" means that, given the totality of the
circumstances, an objectively reasonable peace officer in the same
situation would. conclude that there was no reasonable alternative
to the use of deadly force that would prevent death or serious bodily
injury to the peace officer or to another person.
(4) "Totality of the circumstances" means all facts known to
the peace officer at the time and includes the tactical conduct and
decisions of the officer leading up to the use of deadly force.

a

0
98
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Date of Hearing: April 9, 2019 .
Counsel:
David Billingsley

ASSEMBLY COMJ\1ITIEE ON PUBLIC SAFETY
Reginald Byron Jones-Sawyer, Sr., Chair
AB 3.92 (Weber) -As Amended March 27, 2019

SUMMARY Limits the use of deadly force by a peace officer to those situations where it is
necessary to defend against a threat of :imminent· serious bodily ir:yury or death to the officer or to
another person. Specifically, this ·bill:
1) States tbat homicide .is justifiable when committed by peace officers and those acting by th.err
co!IltiJand in th.err aid and assistance, under any of the following crrcumstances:
,.

a) In obedience to anyjudgment. of a competent comi:;
b) When the homicide results :from a peace officer's use of force, other than deadly force,.
that is in compliance with other provisions of this bill;
·
c) When, except in specified situations involving crirrrinal negligence, the homicide · would
be justifiable pmsuant defenses to homicide that are available to non-peace officers, in
self-defense or the defense of another person;
d) When, except in specified situations involving criminal negligence, the officer reasonably
believes, based on the totality of the crrcumstances, that the use of force resulting in a
homicide .:is necessary to prevent the escape of a person, and all of the following are true:
i)

The peace officer reasonably believes that the person has conm::ri:tted, · or has attempted
to conm::ri:t, a. felony involving the use or threatened use of deadly force;

ii) The peace officer reasonably believes that the person -will cause death or inflict
serious bodily iajmy to another unless .immediately apprehended; and

iii)

If feasible,

the peace officer has identified themselves as a peace officer and given a

wanung that deadly force may be used unless the person ceases flight, ·unless the
officer .has reasonable gr01md to believe the person is aware of these facts.
2) Specifies that with respect to justifiable homicide for a fleeing felon, '11ecessary" means that,
given the totality of the crrcumstances, an objectively reasonable peace officer in the same
situation would conclude that there was Iio reasonable .alternative to the use of deadly force
that would prevent death. or serious bodily ir:ymy to the peace officer or to another person.
The totality of the circumstances means all facts known to the peace officer at the time and
includes the tactical conduct and decisions of the officer leadmg up to the use of deadly
. force.

1870
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3) States that defenses to justifiable homicide do not provide a peace officer with a defense to
manslaughter, as specified, if that person was killed due to the criminally negligent conduct
of the officer, including situations :in which the victim is a person other than the person that
the peace officer , was seeking to arrest, retam in custody, or defend aga:inst, or if the necessity
for the use of deadly force was created by the peace officer's criminal negligence.
4) States that a peace officer who has reasonable cause to believe that the person to be arrested
. has com:mitted a crime may use reasonable force, other than deadly force, to effect the arrest,
·. · to prevent escape or to overcome resistance.
5) Provides that a peace officer who makes or attempts to make an arrest need not abandon or
desist· from the arrest by reason of the resistance or threatened resistance of the person being
arrested.··
6) States that a peace officer shall not be deemed an aggressor or lose the right to self:.de:funse
by the use of reasonable force to efrect the arrest or to prevent escape or to overcome
resistance..
7)

Specifies that a peace officer shall, however, attempt to control an incident through sound
tactics, including the use of time, distance, corrnnunications; tactical repositioning, and
available resources, :in an effort to reduce or avoid the need to use.force whenever it is safe,
feasible, and reasonable to do so. This language does not conflict with the limitations on the
use of deadly force set forth :in the defenses of justifiable homicide by a peace officer.

8) States that a peace officer is justified :in using deadly force upon another person only when
the officer reasonably believes, based on the totality of the circumstances, that such force is
necessary for either of the following reasons:
a) To defend against a threat of imminent death or serious bodily n:yury to the officer orto
another person;
b) To prevent the escape of a fleeing felon, as specified;
c). A peace officer shall not use deadly force aga:inst a person based on the danger that
person poses to themselves, if the person does not pose an imminent threat of death or
serious bodily n:yury to the peace officer or to another persou
9) · States that the language of 9(a)-(c) d.oes not provide the legal standard and shall not be used
in any criminal proceeding against a peace officer relating to the use of force by that peace ·
officer, or to any defenses to criminal charges under theories of justifiable homicide or any
other defense asserted by that officer, but may be used in any civil or administrative
proceeding.
10) Define the following terms:
a)

''Deadly force" means "any use of force that creates a substantial risk of causing death or
serious bodily iryury, including, but not funited to, the discharge of a :firearm;"

1871
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b) A tbreat of deaih or serious bodily iryury is ":imminent" when, based on ihe totality of ihe
c:ircumstances, a reasonable officer in ihe sai:ne. situation would believe ihat a person bas
ihe present ability, opportmrity, and apparent interit to :immediately. cause deaih or serious
. bodily iryury to ihe peace officer or anoiher person. An :in::n:n.ili.ent harm :is not merely a
fear of future harm, no matter how great ihe fear and no matter how great ihe likelihood
of ihe harm, but is one ihat, from appearances, must be instantly confronted and
addressed; ·
c)

"Necessary'' means that, given ihe totality of ihe circumstances, an objectively
reasonable peace officer in ihe same situation would. conclude that thew was no
reasonable alternative to ihe use of deadly force that would prevent deaih· or serious
bodily iryury to ihe peace officer or to anoiher person.

d) "Totality ofihe circumstances" means all facts known to ihe peace officer at ihe time and
includes ihe tactical conduct and decisions of ihe officer leading up to ihe use of deadly
force.·
11) Finds and declares all ofihe following:
a) That the authority· to use physical force, conferred on peace officers by tbis section, is a
serious responsibility· that shall be exercised judiciously and with respect for human
rights and dignity and for ihe sanctity of every human lire. The Legislature further finds
and declares that every person has a right to be free from excessive use of force by
officers acting l.ID.der color of law;
·
b) That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be evaluated carefully and
ihoroughly, in a manner that reflects ihe gravity ofihat authority and the serious
· consequences of the :use of force by peace officers, in order to ensme that officers use
force· consistent with law and agency· policies;
c) That the decision by a peace officer to use force shall be evaluated from ihe perspective
of a reasonable officer in ihe same situation, based on ihe totality of ihe circumstances
known to or perceived by ihe o;fficer at ihe time, raiher than with ihe benefit of hindsight,
and that fue·totality of the c:ircumstances shall accmmt for occasions when officers may
be forced to make quick judgments about using force; and,
.

.

.

d) That individua1s with physical, mental health, developmentai or :intellectual disabilities
are significantly more likely to experience greater leve1s of physical force. dming police
interactions, as ihe:ir disability may a:ffuct the:ir ability to understand or comply with
commands from peace officers. It is estimated that individuals with disabilities are
involved :in between one-third and one-half of all fatal encounters with law enforcement.

· EXISTING LAW:
I) Provides that any peace officer. who has reasonable cause to believe that the person to be
. arrested has conpntted a public offense may use reasonable force to e:ffuct the· arrest, to
prevent escape or to overcome resistance. ·_(Pen. Code, § 835a)

1872
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2) Specifies that a peace officer who makes or attempts to make an arrest need notretreat or
desist from
efforts by reason of the resistance or tbreatened resistance of the person being
arrested; nor shall such officer be deemed an aggressor or lose
right to self.defense by the
use of reasonable force to e:flect the arrest or to prevent escape or to overcome resistance.
(Pen. Code, § 835a)

rus

rus

3) Homicide is justifiable when committed by public officers and those acting by their
command in their aid and assistance, eithera) In obedience to any judgment ofa competent comt; or,
b) When necessarily committed in. overcoming actual resistance to the execution of some
· legal yrocess, or in the discharge of any other legal duty; or,
c) When necessarily committed · in retaking felons who have been rescued or have escaped,
or when necessarily committed in arresting persons charged with felony, and who are
fleeing :from justice or resisting such arrest. (Pen. Code, §196.)
4) States that homicide is iustifi.able when committed by any person in any of the following
cases: ~en. Code,§ 197)
a) When resisting any attempt to murder any person, or to commit · a felony, or to do some
great bodily injury upon any person;
·
b) · When committed. in defense of habitation, property, or person, against one who
marrifestly intends or endeavors, by violence or surprise, to commit a felony, or against
·. one· who· manifestly mtends · and endeavors, in a violent, riotous, or tumultuous manner, to
enter the habitation of another for the purpose of offering violence to any person therein;
c) When committed in the lawful defense of such person, or of a spouse, parent, child,
master, mistress, or servant of such person, when there is reasonable growd. to apprehend
a design to commit a felony or to do some great bodily ir:gury, .and imminent danger of
such design being accomplished; but such person, or the person in whose behalf the
defense was made, if he or s~ was the assailant or engaged in mutual combat, nrust
·really and in good faith have endeavored to decline any further struggle before the
homicide was committed; or,
d) When necessarily committed in attempting, by lawful ways and means, to apprehend any
person for any felony committed, or :in lawfully suppressing any riot, or in lawfully
keeping and preserving the peace.

FISCAL EI<'.!3ECT: Unknown
COMMENTS:

1) Author's Statement: According· to the author, 1'American political ideals require careful
consideration of how government exercises power over its people. Vigilance :is especially
. necessary :in policing where, on a daily basis, democratic notions of hberty, secmity and
autonomy are poised against the demands of public safety and the force that may be required

.

.
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to effect it. Because the power to use force is granted by the govemed, every effort must .be
made to ensure that force is exercised with careful attention to preserving the li:fu and dignity
of the individual to remain legitimate.
·

"In 2017, officers killed 172 people in California, only half of whom had guns. Police kill
more people in California than in any other state - and at a rate 37% higher ·than the national
average per capita. Of the 15 po]jce departments with the highest per capita rates of police
killings in the nation, :five are in California: Bakersfield, Stockton, Long Beach, Santa Ana
and San Bernardino. A 2015 report found that police in Kem County killed more people per
capita than in any other U.S. county. These tragedies disproportionately rrnpact collill11ID.ities
of color· as California police kill unarmed young black and Latino men at sjgnificantly higher
rates than they do wbite men.
·
''Community trust in law enforcement is undermined when force is used unnecessarily and
disproportionately. Police are less able to do their job when community distrust leads to
decreased respect and. cooperation, a s:ituatio n that increases the risks to officers and
civilians. ·

"AB 392 reflects policies that policing experts recogrrize as effective at better preserving life
. while also allowing officers the latitude needed to ensure public sarety.. Under President
Obama, the U.S. Department of Justice helped many cities adopt similar policies, including
San Francisco and Seattle. Seattle's federal monitor dete:rn:nned that the policy change
resulted in a marked reduction in serious uses of force without compromising the· sarety of
officers..
.
.
''AB 3 92 is the necessary step to affirming the sanctity of human life.· For nearly a century
and a half Californians have witnessed the justification of police homicides due to a standard
that says it can be reasonable to use deadly force even jf there were other alternatives.: Far too
mm.y days and fur too many deaths have gone by with inaction by those who have the power
to enact change. As recent events have made clear, Californians will no longer. tolerate these
deaths as acceptable collateral damage for preservmg the status quo, especially when there
are eflective best practices that will save both officer and civilian lives."
'

2) Fleeing Felon Rule: California's current law regarding justifiable homicide was enacted :in
1872 and has npt been amended since that time. Meanwhile, the U.S. Supreme Court has
placed limits on police use of deadly force which are not teflected :in existing ·
Under the
current statute, the law regarding use of deadly force on fleeing ·felons is sjgnificantly
outdated and does not cqmply with constitutional standards based on the U.S. Supreme
Court's decision in· Tennessee v. Garner, (1985) 471 U.S.· 1.

raw.

Current Calrrornia law provides that a homicide ·co:rnmitted by a police officer is justified
· 'When necessarily committed :in retaking felons who have been rescued or have escaped, or
when necessarily committed :in arresting persons charged with felony, and who are flee:ing
from iustice or resisting such arrest" (Pen. Code, § 196). · Based on the statutory language,
such a homicide is justified whether or not the person poses a danger to the officer or another
person.

1874
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The standard as set forth in Garner is:
The use of deadly force to prevent the escape of all felony suspects, whatever the
circumstances, is constitutionally unreasonable. It is not better that all felony suspects die
iban that they escape. Where the suspect poses no :immediate threat to the. officer and no
threat to others, the 1mm resulting from fulling to apprehend him does not justify the use of
deadly force to do so .... A police officer may not seize an unarmed, non-dangerous suspect
by shooting him dead.

" ... , if the suspect threatens the officer with a weapon or there is probable cause to believe
that he has committed ·a crime involving the infliction or threatened .infliction of serious
physical harm, deadly force may be used if necessary to prevent escape, and .~
where feasible, some waming has been given. (Id. ·at 11-12.)

This bill would establish the following standard for justifiable use of deadly force on a
fleeing felon: When the officer reasonably believes, based on the totality of the
circumstances, that the use of force resulting in a homicide is necessary to prevent the escape
of a person, and all of the following are true:
i)

The peace officer reasonably believes that the person· has co:mmi:tted, or has attempted
to commit, a felony involving the use or threatened use of deadly force;

ii) The peace officer reasonably believes that the person will cause death or inflict
serious bodily injury to another mtless m:nnediately apprehended; arid,

iii)

If feasible, the

peace officer has identified themselves as a peace officer and· given a
w::irnmg that deadly force may be used mtless the person ceases flight, mtless the.
officer has reasonable ground to believe the person is aware of these fucts.

As used ill the context of justi:fiable homicide with a fl.ee:ing felon, this bill defines
''necessary'' as "given the totality of the circumstances, an obiectively reasonable peace
officer ill the same situation· would conclude that there was no reasonable alternative to the
use of deadly force that would prevent death or serious bodily illiury to the peace o:fficer or to
another person.· The totality of the circumstances means all fucts known to the peace officer
at the time and :includes the tactical conduct and decisions of the officer leading up to the use
of deadly force." The requirement of necessity is one which current Jaw employs when
evaluating whether the use of force :in self defense is appropriate.

The provisions in this bill regarding :flee:ing felons are generally consistent with the standards ·
set forth :in Garner.

It is illteresting to note that the court :in Garner made fue following observation regard:ing the
e:frect of their ruling: "Nor do we agree with petitioners and· appellant that the rule we have
adopted requires the police to make m:rpossible, split-second evaluations of unknowable
fucts. We do not deny the practical difficulties of attempting to assess the suspect1s
dangerousness. However, similarly difficult iudgments must be made by the police ill
equally uncertain circumstances." (Id. at 20.) In spite of the concerns at the time the Jaw was
changed; officers and police departments have adapted to the rule established by Garner.
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3) Justifiable Homicide by Police Officers Under Other Circumstances: this bill would
establish criteria whlch provide legal justification_ for a homicide corrn:.citted by a police
officer. The circumstances which justify the killing of a :fleeing felon have ,been descnbed
above. This bill would also provide that a killing is justified 1ITJ.der aJl the same
circumstances which provide justification for a cilizen, including self defense or defense of
others.
Every person in the State of California· has the right to self-defense and to defend others. The
following California jury instruction explains the right to self-defense and defense 6f others:
a) "[A] defendant is not guilty of[homicide] rrhe or she was justified in killing or.
attempting to kill someone in self-defense or defense of another. The defendant acted in
]awful self defense defense of another if.
i)

The defendant reasonably believed that he, she, or someone else was in :imminent
danger of bemg killed or suffering great bodily mjury or was in imminent danger of.
bemg raped, maimed, or robbed;

ii) The defendant reasonably believed that the :imn:Jed:late use of deadly force was
necessary to defend agzjnst that danger; and,

iii) The defendant used no more force than was reasonably necessary to defend against
that danger. (CALCRIM "505 Justifiable Homicide: Self Defense or Defense of
Another.)

This bill does not change current statutory language which. specifies that a peace o:fficer shall
not be deemed an aggressor or lose the right to self.defense by.the use of reasonable force to
e:flect the arrest or to prevent escape or to overcome resistance. Ord:inarily, self defense is
not available to an :individual that :is an "aggressor" unless; the other party escalates the
amcnm.t of force.· Police officers are required to respond to situations that can require a
]awful and legitimate use of force. Those circumstances :inclllile situations in which an
officer is making an arrest Although this bill maintains the current statutory language, it
limits the reasonable use of force when making an arrest to non-deadly force: That limitation
rrright affect the ana:t-Ysis regarding a justification based on self defense in situations
:involving the. use of deadly force.
·
5) This Bill Redefines Police. Use of Force Dming Arrests and Use of Deadly Force: In
Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386 :in 1989, the U.S. Supreme Court issued a ruling regarding
standards regarding police use of force. · In Graham, the comt held that an objective
reasonableness test should be used as the standard to determine whether a law· enforcement
official used excessive force in the course of making an arrest, or other action. The court
stated:

"As :in other Fourth Amendment contexts... the 'reasonableness' inquiry in an excessive
force case is an objective one: the question is whether the officers' actions are
'obiectiyely reasonable' in light of the facts and circumstances confronting them, without
regard to their 1illd.erlying :intent or motivation... [t]he . 'reasonableness' of a particular use
of force must bejudged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather
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tban with the 20/20 vision of hindsight."
This bill amends the penal code section describing the parameters for police use of force
during· an arrest. This bill would specify that reasonable, non-deadly force should be used to
:ma..ke ail arrest, prevent escape, or overcome resistance. 1bat would be a change from cmrent
statutory language which states that the force must be reasonable, but does not make any
distinction between deadly and non-deadly force.
This bill would define "dead]y force" as "any use of force that creates a substantial risk of
causing death or serious bodily injury, including, but not limited to, the discharge of a
:firearm."
With respect to dead]y force, this bill would allow its use only when the officer reasonably
believes, based on the totality of fue circumstances, that such· force is necessary to defend
against a threat of JJJJ1lllllent death or serious bodily iqjury to the officer or to another person,
or to prevent -ihe escape of a :fleeing suspect, as specified.

This- bill would add additional language directing an officer making an arrest to, "... ,
. attempt to control an incident .through solllld tactics, including the use of time, distance,
commllllications, tactical repositioning, and available resources, in an effort to reduce or
avoid the need to use ·force whenever it is safe, feasible, and reasonable to do so." This bill
goes on to state that such language does not conflict with the limitations on the use of dead]y
force or justifiable homicide by a peace officer, as described in this bill Some law
enforcement agencies have adopted use of force policies consistent with the language above.
The use of force provisions of this bill would apply to all California law enforcement.
agencies.
The language of this bill is likely to expose law enforcement agencies to civil liability for
police actions that are inconsistent with the provisions of this bill regarding· the use of force.
For the same reasons, individual officers could be subject to discipline from their employing
agency if they :frril. to comply with this bill's provisions.
·

12) It is Not Clear How the Provisions of This Bill Limiting Certain Defenses For Peace
Officers Apply to Voluntary and Involuntary Manslaughter. This bill provides·
exceptions of the iustifications for homicide based on self defense/defense of others and
:fleeing felons. This bill states that the provisions regarding justifiable homicide of a fleeing
felon and existing law regarding self defense, do not provide a peace officer with a defense to
voluntary and involuntary manslaughter, as specified, if a person is killed due to·the
criminally negligent conduct of the officer. This bill also states that this includes situations in
which the_ victim is a person other tban the person that the peace officer was seeking to arrest,
retai1 in custody, or defend against, or if the necessity for the use of deadly force was created
by the peace officer's c:ri:rni:nal negligence.
According the proponents, this language is :intended to addr_ess situations, where the police
have acted ma fashion that creates a dangerous situation through poor police practices. As a
result of those actions, . the officer creates a confrontation with another individuai
the
.
individual then presents an JJJJ1lllllent threat to the officer or other people, and the officer then
kills the individual in self defense or defense of others .
.
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It is not dear how this princ~le would :interact with .California's Jaw regard:ing homicide.
This language applies to ihe statutory section that covers (1) voluntary mansJavghter and (2)
involuntary manslaughter. Voluntary manslaughter occurs when a killing :is intentional and
accompanied. by one of ihe following circumstances: (1) The :intentional killing occurs in ihe
. heat of passion, or (2) imperfect self defense, where ihe defendant has an honest, but
unreasonable· belief ihat self defense was ·necessary.
Invohmtary manslaughter is an unintentional killing. The killing results because a person
con:nnitted a crime or lawful act in an unlawful manner; .ihe person commitfed the crime or.
act with criminal negligence; and the crime· or act caused ihe person's death.
A person acts with criminal negligence when:
a) He or she acts in a reckless way ihat creates a mgh risk of death or gr_eat ·bodily iqjury;
and
b) A reasonable person would have known that acting :in ihat way would create such a risk.
. (CalCrim 581.)

This bill would place limits · on the use of self defense/defense of others

an officer fuces
criminal charges involving ihe offenses of voluntary or invohmtary manslaughter, if the
officer acts with criminal negligence.· Self defense/defense of oilier is a justification when a
person :intends to kill ihe decedent. This. bill seeks to limit the use of such a defense by a
peace officer when ihe defendant fuce~ :involuntary manslaughter, a crime ihat results from
an unintentional killing. Self defense is not a defense to a crime of invohmtary
manslaughter.
·
jf

.The limitation also includes vohmtary manslaughter. Imperfect self defense is one form of
voluntary manslaughter. In order to be convicted ofvohmtary manslaughter based on
imperfect self defense, the jury must :find a honest belief :iii self-defense, or the crime would
be a murder. It :is not clear how this language would be :interpreted by a court :in analyzing.
criminal :liability for voluntary manslaughter.
4) Argument in Support: According t() PolicyLink, ''In 2017, 172 Californians were killed by
the police, and our state's police departments have some of the mghest rates of killings :in the
nation. Ofihe unam:ied people California .police killed, three out of four were people_ of color.
Black· and Lat:ino· fumilies and communities are disproportionately vulnerable to police
violence, creat:ing generations of :individual and community trauma. Given the sjgnificant
racial d:isparity and ihe disproportionate number of men of color killed by police, passing AB
3 92 :is imperative to achieving racial justice and secur:ing human rights. Boys and men of
color have a right to be free from fear and violence, and changing the outdated standard for.·
law enforcement use of dead]y force is necessary to ensur:ing their safety.
·
"California must update :its outdated Jaw on dead]y use of force. Current .Jaw allows police to
use deadly force whenever "reasonable", even if there is no threat. to life or bodi]y security,
and even if safe alternatives to dead]y force are available. California Jaw even authorizes
dead]y force that is below the standard of the Constitution. This disturbing· 1evel of discretion
. has had dire consequences: Police :in California kill corrnrmnity members at a rate 37 percent
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higher than the national average, per capita,· and several of our state's police departments
have among the highest rates of killings in the country.

''In line with recommendations from policing and legal experts, including the California
Attorney General; AB 3 92 updates Califo:tnia law so that police can use deadly force only
when necessary to prevent death or serious iqjury, and requires them to use tactics to deescalate a situation or use alternatives to deadly force when reasonable. Changing this
standard will mean that officers vml be trained to· use deadly force less often and will be held.
accouotable when they shoot and kill mmecessarily.
'The harm from police killings extends beyond the lives lost and impacts all involved. Police
shootings cause extraordinary trauma for the :fumilies and communities impacted - trauma
that disproportionately impacts communities of color. Studies show that police departments
with more restrictive use of force policies -not oniy have fewer shootings by police, but also
lower rates of assaults against officers. and lower crime rates. One of the Legislature's
primary goals is to protect public safety, and safeguarding Californians' right to be safe from
1IDD.ecessary deaths by law enforcement is a critical step in that direction."
5) Argument in Opposition: According to· California State Sheriffs' Association,
"Longstanding state and federal case law argued, reviewed, shaped, and clarified over
· decades, as well as thoroughly vetted policies and strict, evolving training guide law
enforcement officers and agencies when it com.es to the use of deadly force. The decision to
apply this level of force is the niost solemn, serious, and scrutinized choice an officer could
be asked.to make. Itmust often occur without notice and with only milliseconds to
contemplate his or her actions. As such, shifting the standard that guides the use oflethal
force frOm one of objective reasonableness in light of the facts and circumstances (the
existing standard as described in Graham v. Connor) to necessity given the totality of the
circumstances (as proposed by this m.easure to require an objectively reasonable peace officer
in the sarre situation to conclude that there was no reasonable alternative to the use of deadly
force) will necessarily require second-guessing of an officer's decision, potentially with facts
and information not available or known to the officer during the pend.ency of the encounter.
In fact, this standard of necessity elicits not-so-exaggerated scenarios :where an officer, so as
to ensure he or she does not risk violating the new paradigm, might wait until a subject
discharges a :firearm at the officer before engaging. He or she might choose this course of
action because the language of the bill opens the door for an afl:er-the..;fa.ct analysis that could·
find a use of lethal force mmecessary when a subject points an unloaded :firearm at an officer.
While there is little chance an officer would he able to ascertain such a fact made crucial by
the implementation of a necessity standard, he or she could nevertheless be in violation of the
law given possible interpretations of this proposed statute.

''In addition to creating tremendous and routinely life-threatening risk to peace officers, AB
. 392 could discourage proactive policing. Fearing repercussions ranging from employee
discipline to criminal prosecution based on this new standard, it is possible that officers who
today would purposefully put themselves :in balm's way to do their job might tomorrow
decline to act. Knowing this reality, criminals will be given carte blanche, if not encouraged,
to flee from officers, disobey commands, and victimize our corhtnunities.
"Peace officers and their agencies Will be subjected to levels of personal and orgarrizatio ml
liability that will hamstring them from :fulfilling their duties to protect the public safety.
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.Instead, cops and law enforcement agenc:ies will be forced to decide how to do their jobs
wifh monetary risks and criminal ·prosecution guiding their tbinkmg instead of the best way
to defend co:n::n:mn:rities from wrongdoers.
"Even if tlris sea change in standard were appropriate, agency policies · would. have to be ·
changed and tens of thousands of peace officers would have to receive all new training. That
said, the bill does not contemplate tlris reality. Perhaps the only thing worse than converting
to tlris standard; which will jeopardize the lives o:f peace officers .and those who they are
sworn to protect, :is the possibility that it will be done without time to adjust and train."
6) Related Legislation: SB 230 (Caballero), would require each law enforcement agency to
:maintain a policy that provides guidelines on the use of force, utilizing de-escalation
tecbruques and other alternatives to force when feasible, specific guidelines for the
· application of deadly force, and factors for evaluating and reviewing all use of force
incidents, among· other tlrings. SB 230 :is awaiting hearing in the Senate Public Safety ·
Connnittee.
7) Prior Legislation: AB 931 (Weber), would have limited the use of deadly force by a peace
officer to those situations where it is necessary to defend against a tbreat of imminent serious
bodily injury or death to the officer or to another person AB 931 was held :in the Senate
Rules Committee.
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hereby submit the following item for introduction (select only one):
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1. For reference to Committee. (An Ordinance, Resolution, Motion or Charter Amendment).
2. Request for next printed agenda Without Reference to Committee.
3. Request for hearing on a subject matter at Coi:mnittee.
4. Request for letter beginning :"Supervisor

'------------------------'

inquiries"

5. City Attorney Request.
from Committee.

6. Call File No.

J
J
J
]
~

7. Budget Analyst request (attached written motion).
8. Substitute Legislation File No.
9. Reactivate File No.

,-------'========:::;------'

'----------------'
10. Topic submitted for Mayoral Appearance before the BOS on
ctse check the appropriate boxes. The proposed legislation should be forwarded to the following:

D Small Business Commission
D Planning Commission

D Youth Commission

D Ethics Commission

0Building Inspection Commission

~ot.e: For the Imperative Agenda (a resolution not on the printed agenda), use the Imperative Form.
Sponsor(s):
Supervisoit Ha:Iiey
Subject:
(Supporting California State Assembly Bill 392 (Weber and McCarty) - California Act to Save Lives: Incorporating
Police Best Practices]
The text is listed:
Resolution supporting California State Assembly Bill 392, introduced by Assembly Member Shirley Weber and
Assembly Member Kevin McCarty, California Act to Save Lives: Incorporating policing best practices that
authorizes police officers to use deadly force only when it is necessary to prevent imminent and serious bodily injury
or death and.to require de-escalation methods whenever possible.
·
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